
Company Introduction

Iksan Jewelry Chain Company is the fashion jewelry manufacturer in Korea. We produce all kind gol

d and silver jewelry such as 10K, 14K, 18K gold and even 925 sterling silver. We have facilities, techn

ology, and skilled workers who can design, produce, export, and sell jewelry from our own factories.

Our jewelry can satisfy beauty, practicality and reasonable unit price that will satisfy your needs. We

do OEM, ODM manufacturing for our global customers.



This is a simple and cute ring made of diamond-cut wire. 
It is available in diameters from 0.8mm to 2.0mm and both plain and cutting wire. 
You can also give the ring a wave or change it to a different shape. 
It can be made of silver or all kinds of karat gold.

Rings



We also make great luxury jewellery, such as large sizes with bold designs,
things that require thick plating like Vermeil.

Luxury Jewelry



Practical Jewelry

We make a variety of handmade chains well. 
Our practical jewelry is made by combining links of various shapes, 
and is not only a design suitable for everyday wear, but also a reasonable unit price.



Daily Jewelry

Our practical jewelry can make you beautiful and stylish every day. 
The jewelry have a unique, patented diamond cut pattern. 
So it will make you more precious and shiny.



We can make jewelry of any shape, size 
and technique before others. 

The beautiful inspiration and request for 
jewelry are yours, and the technique and 
method for jewelry are ours.

Progressive Jewelry



Lovely Jewelry

Girls need lovely and cute jewelry. Our jewelry will make you more 
lovely in a variety of materials and in a variety of ways.



Handmade Chain Jewelry 

We use our equipment, technology and excellent 
manpower to make handmade chain jewelry well. 
Whether it's the most delicate jewelry or the luxury 
and bold jewelry, we can supply any jewelry you want. 



Chain Jewelry

We make various jewelry using chains, basic jewelry of general chain and 
handmade chain, harmony jewelry that combines them, and fancy chain jewelry. 
We are always thinking about, researching, and working hard on jewelry.



This necklace and bracelet is a handmade chain that connects thick

hollow links. The design is bold, but the weight is not very heavy,

so it has the advantage of obtaining both design, fit and reasonable 

unit price. Because they are handmade, they can be combined as 

desired, not only for the total length, but also for each link's thickness,
size, and assembly shape.

Link Chain Jewelry



Simple, luxurious design with naturally connected beads with the chain.

Beads can use different colors depending on the season, natural stones,

cubics, or diamonds. Silver, 14K, 18K, rose gold, yellow gold are all available,

and both the total length and the length between the beads can be adjusted. 

The parts connecting the bead and the chain are special parts that our company

has patented, and the quality difference is distinct from other common bead chains.

Beads Chain Jewelry



We succeeded in wire cutting and making jewelry using a new material, Steady Silv
er. So we are producing products of various shapes and designs. It is reasonable pr
ice and safe against skin reaction by plating.

Steady Silver Jewelry



Address

#142-22, Sandan-gupyeong-gil, Nangsan-myeon, Iksan-city,

Jeollabukdo, South Korea (Zip code 54524)

TEL : +82-70-8815-7000

FAX : +82-63-852-7002

E-mail : iksanctrade1@gmail.com

C.P : +82-10-5752-6508

Website : http://it-jewelry.com
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